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Abstract
Most laptops and many desktop PCs include a provision for wireless 
connectivity (commonly called “Wi-Fi”). However, computers 
rarely have a provision for more than one WiFi connection at a 
time, because its own card must serve each connection. Some 
laptops allow for two WiFi cards, but even that may be problematic 
because of the physical size and shape of the cards, and because 
of their need for power. We propose a software-based approach, 
called vWLANTM. This software solution virtualizes multiple Wi-
Fi cards within the same computer. That is, it creates two or more 
software WiFi cards in computer memory so that multiple Wi-Fi 
connections can take place essentially at the same time. This means 
that the same computer simultaneously can be connected to multiple 
access points, to different WiFi networks, to multiple nodes in 
an ad hoc network, or to multiple Wi-Fi channels on the same 
network. The expanded functionality opens up new applications 
that previously have been unaddressable by computers equipped 
with only a single Wi-Fi connection.
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I. Introduction
Over the last two decades system research has revealed a number 
of benefits of virtualizing different systems components, such as 
virtual machines, virtual storage and virtual memory among others. 
However, the benefits of virtualizing a wireless card have not 
been explored [1]. In this Paper, we propose a new virtualization 
architecture vWLANTM that abstracts a single Wireless LAN 
(WLAN) card, making it appear as multiple virtual cards to the 
user. vWLANTM  allows these virtual cards to be simultaneously 
connected to physically different wireless networks [3].
This research is aggravated by several scenarios that are enabled 
with the vWLANTM. These scenario include: increased connectivity 
for end users; increased range of the wireless network; bridging 
between infrastructure and ad hoc wireless networks, and painless 
secure access to sensitive resources. To enable these scenarios 
with current technology, one has to use a single WLAN card for 
each desired network. However, this is costly, cumbersome and 
consumes energy resources that are often limited. An alternative 
to using more hardware is to use vWLAN. It is a virtualization 
architecture for Wireless LAN (WLAN) cards [2]. It abstracts a 
single WLAN card to appear as multiple virtual WLAN cards to 
the user. The user can then configure each virtual card to connect 
to a different  wireless  network. Therefore, Virtual WiFi allows 
a user to simultaneously connect his machine to multiple wireless 
networks using just one WLAN card. This new functionality 
introduced by Virtual Wi-Fi enables many new applications, 
which were not possible earlier using a single WLAN card. For 
example, with Virtual Wi-Fi, you can connect to a guest’s machine 
or play games over an ad hoc network, while surfing the web 
via an infrastructure network [3]. You can use Virtual WiFi to 
connect your ad hoc network, which may contain many nodes, 
to the Internet using only one node. Virtual WiFi can help make 
your home infrastructure network elastic by extending its access 
to nodes that are out of range of your home Wi-Fi Access Point. 
This paper presents a new architecture for virtualizing WLAN 

cards solve a number of important problems with existing wireless 
network. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 
II, presents some application that motivated us towards building 
vWLAN. Section III, provides the background needed for the 
rest of the paper and Section IV, presents our proposed virtual 
WiFi approach. Section V, illustrates the impact of Virtualization. 
Section VI, presents some related research. and Section VII, 
present conclusion and Future work.

II. Motivating Scenarios
The virtualization architecture enables several new applications 
that were earlier not possible using a single wireless card. We 
enumerate a few of these here.

Fig. 1: Wireless Virtualization

A. Network Elasticity
The range of an infrastructure network can be extended by allowing 
border nodes to act as relays for authorized nodes that are outside 
the range of the Access Point (AP).

B. Gateway Node
A node that is part of a wireless ad hoc network and close to an 
AP, connected to the Internet, can become a gateway node for 
the ad hoc network.

C. Concurrent Connectivity
A user can connect her machine to an ad hoc network, while 
staying on her authorized infrastructure network.

D. Increased Capacity
The capacity of ad hoc networks can be increased when nodes 
within interference range can communicate by switching on 
orthogonal channels.

E. Virtual Machines
Users can connect different virtual machines to physically different 
wireless networks. All the above scenarios require nodes to be 
connected to more than one wireless network. In the sections that 
follow, we discuss the pros and cons of vWLAN and show why 
we consider it the preferred alternative in terms of cost, physical 
space, and improvement in battery lifetime.
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III. Background
We first discuss the limitations of IEEE 802.11 networks and 
describe why maintaining simultaneous connections to multiple 
wireless networks is a non-trivial problem. We then briefly 
describe the next generation of WLAN cards, over which we 
evaluate vWLAN.

A. Limitations in Existing Systems
Popular wireless networks, such as IEEE 802.11, work by 
association. Once associated to a particular network, either an 
AP based or an ad hoc network, the wireless card can receive and 
send traffic only on that network. The card cannot interact with 
nodes in another network if the nodes are operating on a different 
frequency channel. Further, a node in an ad hoc network cannot 
interact with a node in the infrastructure network even when they 
are operating on the same channel. This is because the IEEE 802.11 
standard defines different protocols for communication in the two 
modes and it does not address the difficult issue of synchronization 
between different networks. As a matter of practical concern, 
most commercially available WLAN cards trigger a firmware 
reset each time the mode is changed from infrastructure to ad 
hoc or vice versa [4].

B. Next Generation of IEEE 802.11 WLAN Cards
In order to reduce the cost and commoditize wireless cards, IEEE 
802.11 WLAN card vendors are minimizing the functionality of 
the code residing in the micro controller of their cards. These next 
generations of wireless cards [5], which we refer to as Native 
WiFi cards, implement just the basic time-critical MAC functions, 
while leaving their control and configuration to the operating 
system. More importantly, these cards allow the operating system 
to maintain state and do not undergo a firmware reset on changing 
the mode of the wireless card. This is in contrast to the existing 
cards, which we refer to as legacy wireless cards in the rest of 
this paper.

IV. vWLANTM: Proposed Wireless LAN Virtualization 
Architecture
 vWLAN approach defines virtualization of a wireless card as 
an abstraction of multiple wireless networks as different always-
active virtual adapters aver a single WLAN card [2]. It should 
be possible for a user to change individual parameters of each 
virtual adapter, and these always-active adapters should also be 
able to send and receive packets at any time. vWLAN achieves 
this by multiplexing the wireless card across multiple networks. 
It uses an adaptive network-hopping scheme where a card gets a 
time slot, called the Activity Period, for each network operating 
on a particular channel. The sum of the activity periods over all 
the connected networks is called the switching Cycle. The scope 
of this paper is limited to the study of single-hop network only, 
which may be infrastructure-based or ad hoc. Several additional 
interesting questions arise when considering vWLAN over 
multihop networks, but these are not considered in this paper 
and leave them for future work.
The virtualization of wireless adapters is implemented by the 
vWLAN protocol driver that is placed as an intermediate layer, 
between IP and the MAC. This driver exposes the wireless LAN 
media adapter as multiple always-active virtual wireless LAN 
media adapters, one per desired network. The IP stack sees all 
the adapters as always active even through at the driver level only 
one is active (connected) at any given time. Other than exposing 
virtual adapters, the vWLAN protocol driver is also responsible 

for switching the wireless cards across the different networks, and 
buffering packets for networks at are currently inactive [7].

Fig. 2: Modified Network Stack
                                                           
Fig. 2, illustrates the virtualization of a WLAN card when a user 
wants to connect to 3 wireless networks. The virtual wireless 
LAN protocol driver exposes 3 virtual adapters, and all of them 
appear active to IP although only network 2 is active at the instant 
shown in the fig. When the upper layers send a packet to the virtual 
wireless LAN card, the vWLAN protocol driver does either of 
the followings:

If the adapter is active at the driver level, the packet is sent • 
to the card for transmission.
If the adapter is passive at the drier level, the driver buffers • 
the packet.

The buffered packets are sent as soon as the corresponding virtual 
adapter is activated. The maximum queuing delay occurs when a 
packet arrives on a virtual adapter just after it has been inactivated. 
In this case, the driver waits for the entire switching cycle before 
it can send the packet to the card. This delay for a packet on 
network I can be formulated as ∑j≠I (Tj + δj) + δi, where, Tj is 
the activity period of network j and δj is the time taken to switch 
to network j. Packets sent to a switching card over network .i will 
be lost if the card is in a different network j at that instant [5]. In 
addition to sends, the buffering protocol has to ensure delivery of 
all packets sent to a MultiNet node. This requires nodes to buffer 
packets for MultiNet nodes that are currently unavailable, but 
which will become available in the near future.
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V. Impact of Virtualization
vWLANTM enables a framework for the design of a new class 
of applications. System designers are no longer constrained by 
the number of wireless cards they can fit into in a system. They 
are free to design systems and applications that can connect to 
many wireless networks at the same time. To the best of my 
knowledge, vWLANTM is the first system that relaxes this physical 
constraint.

VI. Related Work
The concept of virtualization has been studied in the context of 
operating systems. VMware uses virtualization to run multiple 
operating systems on a single computer. Disco is a Virtual 
Machine Monitor (VMM) that runs multiple operating systems 
on a scalable multiprocessor and the Denali Isolation kernel uses 
Virtual Machines (VMs) to host multiple entrusted services [8]. 
These systems virtualize all the hardware resources, including the 
network interface, to form multiple virtual machines. Each virtual 
machine has its own virtual network interface that it uses for sending 
and receiving packets [6]. There are significant differences in the 
motivation and design of vWLANTM and the above virtualization 
schemes. While VMMs are designed to support multiple operating 
systems through VMs on a single machine, vWLANTM is aimed 
at supporting multiple networks over one WLAN card.

VII. Conclusion and Future Work
We proposed a hybrid wireless virtualization approach named 
virtual WiFi, which combines elements of software and hardware 
for virtualization support. The design goals of virtual WiFi are to 
expose full wireless functionalities inside guest VM, to provide 
WiFi link level isolation across different VMs, and to achieve 
appropriate performance/complexity tradeoff with architecture 
choices specifically suitable for wireless interface virtualization. 
We have designed and implemented a prototype supporting the 
IEEE 802.11g compliant WiFi interfaces. Work is ongoing to 
extend the prototype to support IEEE 802.11n compliant Wi-Fi 
interfaces that operate at higher speeds. We are also porting our 
virtual Wi-Fi implementation to Xen and plan to understand virtual 
WiFi performance in the context of Xen.
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